Keep these instructions for future reference as they contain important information.

Adult installation required. Accessories not included.
Instructions

Installation:
1. Remove shade from packaging material.
2. Rotate the two mounting tabs until they “click” into the “open” position – perpendicular to shade housing. (Fig. A)
3. Insert mounting tab between vehicle window and inner window seal. In some cases it may be easier to do this with the vehicle window in the down position. HINT: a business or credit card can also work as an aid in helping to gain access between window and inner door window seal. (Fig. B)
4. Press shade down until shade rests on vehicle window sill
5. Lower (or raise) window so that it is a few inches from the top of the door.
6. With one hand on roller shade housing, pull the window attachment clip and unroll the shade until the clip can fit over the top of the glass window. Continue to roll window up to closed position. (Fig. C)

NOTE: Some vehicle installations will allow the shade to roll up and down with the window. If your vehicle does allow you to roll the windows down, be careful not to roll window down entirely as this will likely cause the top window clip to pop off the window.

Removal:
1. Roll window down a few inches, and remove window attachment clip.
2. Continue to roll window down all the way.
3. Gently, but firmly pull shade housing straight up until both mounting tabs release from between window and inner window seal.
4. Rotate the two mounting tabs to the closed position and store in cool, dry place.

IMPORTANT
• Mount only on the inside of a vehicle.
• Always follow applicable state laws regarding the use of window coverings in vehicles.
• Not recommended for windows that have aftermarket window tint film already applied as film may become scratched.

Installations on some vehicles may not allow the shade to roll up and down with the window as window shapes, sizes and door panels vary.